
 
 

 

 

Are you going for a Masters, PhD or an MBA Scholarship? 
If you are interested in MBA studies, here are the relevant scholarships for you to take into 

consideration: http://www.topmba.com/scholarships. And, if you are interested in Masters and 

PhD studies, check out the relevant scholarships here: 

http://www.topuniversities.com/scholarships . 

 
What is the application process? 
There are three steps to the application process. You can: 
 

1.    Register and attend any of the QS fairs coming to a city near you 

2.    Take part in the QS Applicant Survey by clicking here 

3.    Choose the scholarship(s) and apply 
 
 

What is the Scholarship Deadline? 

The application deadline for the MBA scholarships is twice a year; 31st December and 31st May. QS 
evaluates all the scholarship applications and the final winners are announced mid-February and mid-
June accordingly on  www.topmba.com . 
 

The application deadline for the Grad scholarships is the 30th of April. QS evaluates all the scholarship 

applications and the final winners are announced in July on www.topuniversities.com .  

 

Am I eligible to win a QS Scholarship? 
In order to be eligible to apply for a QS Scholarship you need to register and attend one of the QS fairs 
coming to a city near you and fill out the applicant survey online. 
If you are interested in more than one QS Scholarships you can still apply for all of them but bear in 

mind you will need to submit the relevant essay for each scholarship. 

 

What is the QS Scholarship Winner’s profile? 
A QS Scholarship winner needs to have an outstanding scholarship application. Make your 

scholarship application essay exclusive to you, personalize it, delve deep into your passion and drive 

to study your subject, and create a response that could only ever relate to you. It is this individuality 

that stands out, and that’s exactly what catches a judge’s eye and defines a winner.  At QS we 

encourage all the candidates coming from different backgrounds, to apply for our scholarships, 

regardless of the country of origin or the business school or university they have been admitted to. 

 

What happens if I win a scholarship? 
The QS scholarship finalists are going to be contacted by QS Scholarships Committee within 2-3 weeks 
after the scholarship deadline is due and subsequently the winners will be announced on our website. 
QS is responsible to transfer the scholarship amount to the Business School/University where the 
winner has been admitted to.  
Business schools and universities providing scholarships in partnership with QS are fully responsible for 

the evaluation of all the scholarship applications and the identification of winners. After winning the 

related scholarship the winner will be interviewed by QS’s editors and his/her interview will be 
published on our websites. 
 
Whom shall I contact for further information or to report a problem regarding QS Scholarships? 
You can email the QS Scholarships Team using our email address:  scholarships@qs.com 
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